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The more people know of this reality, the better and easier it will be to reverse this. Many people are oblivious to these facts. We have to inform as many people as possible, and with spiritual warfare and education, none of this will come to pass.

The jews, like it happens with every sort of terrorist, have elaborate plans for when Gentiles may try to remove them or displace them, in which they want to take the world down with them, or cause the maximum amount of suffering possible to their enemies, or our world in this process. Like it happens in abduction terrorist attacks, so do Jews act in the same way - they try to take humanity their hostage, and advance themselves over the threat that the whole of humanity will go down if they are displaced or somehow ignored by the rest of humanity.

One of these plans is the known Samson Option. Samson Option is named after the jewish character Samson, who was taken captive in the bible and defeated by the Philistines [Gentiles]. Due to the fact he knew he had no future, Samson was tied to a temple, and destroyed the temple, killing both himself and the Philistines in the process. The reason why jews named one of their Nuclear Operations after this Biblical character is because they, like Samson, if they are cornered, will attempt to take down as many Nations as possible by the use of Nuclear weapons, as thus, rendering the world highly maimed or unviable for life for everyone else.

While this may sound extremely sick to everyone who may read this, it's well documented and known to be the case:


The viability of the above has been debated, but still, the motivations of the jews should be glaringly apparent. After this, we have Communists, which even in present day China can be observed in how careless and reckless they are in dealing with the environment, producing waste, and ruining the planet systematically only to promote their Communist ideology. The same was the case in the Soviet Union.

The people living under these regimes, both during their existence, and after their fall, suffer tremendously, and the environment is ruined permanently. Nuclear veins in Russia from the times of the USSR exist as full sites of contamination to this very day. Most of the Nuclear knowledge was secretly given by Jews in the United States, to their "Red Comrades" in the other side of the globe. This allowed the USSR to develop Nuclear weaponry, and plunged the world after WW2 into a state of perpetual fear that the whole world would be ruined in a Nuclear Holocaust.

All of this begins with the jewish bible, which shows exactly zero care or remorse towards living life in general, rendering it only to the level of a worthless generation
of the "jewish god", and therefore, jews believe they are entitled to ruin the planet as they see fit.

The enemy aliens in their expressions through the jewish people, constantly rant and rave about how "Other worlds have been destroyed before by JHVH [symbolizing their hive as aliens] for being "disobedient". While all of these threats are typical with jews, and them making big and sometimes viable, at other times empty threats, it should be obvious that they operate in the same way parasites do. One is obligated to live with them, and is constantly threatened from attempting removal.

Clearly, our world is not gone, and this should be evident in that the enemy cannot do this action. If they could have done this, it would have been done. But they want to attempt to completely rule and control this world, and the above are threats to that end.

In the biblical book of the Revelations, towards the end of this jewish propaganda manuscripts, there are whole verses on how 1/3rd of the people will die in the "final days", how water will "turn to blood" from meteorites, and how in general life will become un-livable for everyone on earth. Angels bring these calamities on mankind for "disobedience" to jews and the jewish "god". These things are programmed subconsciously into the populace, aiming for two things: making people destroy their own living environment, and also, having fear towards dealing with the jews.

All of these are created and carefully put there to instil alien fear into the people, and keep them from dealing with this alien problem, all while forcing them down this alien destiny for mankind as a whole. The programs of the enemy are based on fear, lies, deceit and endless violence.

However, due to systematic pumping of psychic energy into this grid of beliefs, we have unfortunate and irreversible ecological disasters that have already taken place. Extreme pollution, species permanently going extinct at ever increasing rates, manifestation of all the more life threatening technologies, important places for life globally such as the Amazon burning yearly, ruin of the global water supply, creating impossible circumstances for life in planet earth. The earth is suffering under financial, moral and spiritual systems created by the enemy.

Essentially as it's said, humanity is "playing itself in self fulfilling its (((prophecy)))".

For those who are aware, they understand that the above can be effectively fought around, with the help of the Gods. The universe and the future are live and forming, and nothing is set in stone. The above situations are based in spiritual and psychic workings and grids which are effectively dealt more and more by the Reverse Torah Ritual. Given the magnitude, this takes time and will take effort, and our Gods want us to stay firmly in doing the Reverse Torah Ritual.

None of this has to happen, and all of it can be reversed and blotted away, given that there is willingness and open ears towards our Gods. Eventually, with the
Lessening and removal of the enemy’s influence, humanity will start breathing again, and our Gods will have an easier time communicating to scientists and other world leaders better advice in how they are to operate and steer this world from disasters such as those above.

Lastly, attention has to be paid to the fact that now that we are making progress in space technology, advanced computing, have unprecedented power to share information, advances in physics, transportation, and looking into renewable energy sources, the enemy is frantic to halt this process and always set us back from that end, disallowing human development.

Their reckless and quickening attempts to displace the people who mostly work on these things and try to make for a better world, reeks of a parasite trying to keep the body of humanity back from advancing.

At every historical interval, such as for example, the pre-WW2 era, where sciences, telecommunications, and many other beautiful things flourished [Gentiles were leading most of the companies back then such as Ford, Nike, Mac Donalds, Chanel, Disney etc. etc.] the enemy grows frantic and goes opts for genocides, pointless wars, and in the pushing of Communism, trying to restore Abrahamic Programs, or all of the above combined.

This is no different than this evolutionary historical interval through which we are going through right now. This cycle of development and the enemy going frantic is repeating. Aliens behind them do their hardest so that this world remains controlled, enslaved, unspiritual, and underdeveloped. They do their hardest so that people remain in suffering and in ignorance. THEY ARE TO BLAME!

Jews during these historical intervals are fought against as their influence is a crippling influence to the development of mankind. Think for example how the Internet started to be a place for global freedom of speech [the first means with this ability to ever be made until now, belonging to all], and eventually is turning into a Jewish gulag space. These types of offences are known by people and in an unconscious level, create hatred in people, as the future of humanity is stolen from it's own hands.

People at some point feel like they have had enough, and history repeats itself such as the incidents of Jews removed from Spain or hundreds of times from many struggling countries that tried to finally take the next step.
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